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Abstract. Bluetooth module has the characteristics of simple design, small size, better 
maintainability and so on, if it is used in vehicle equipment, it can achieve a lot of functions, which 
has important reference value for the research and development of driving safety equipment. Based 
on this a new Bluetooth system is proposed in this paper, taking embedded platform as integrated 
mode, using BlueCode as the communication protocol, and taking the WinCE as operating system, 
the effective connection of control terminal and vehicle equipment has been achieved in the system. 
The mobile terminal and the navigation system of the central control room touch screen are 
connected together by Bluetooth adapter in Bluetooth system. Mobile phone operation can be 
achieved through the touch screen, but also to achieve some of the operation through the intelligent 
voice control, such as locking the door, driving lights, etc., which effectively improves the safety of 
driving 

Introduction 

Traffic deaths have been one of the major causes of accidental deaths worldwide since the last 
century, more and more people pay attention to traffic safety. Simulation tests in the United States 
show that, making a phone call during driving causes the driver's attention to drop 20%, if the 
conversation is important, down as much as $37%, if the driver is not focused on driving, the risk is 
4 times the normal driving risk. In order to avoid driving distraction caused by operating other 
devices, Bluetooth system is introduced into the vehicle equipment. Bluetooth can realize the 
vehicle equipment and control of a large screen, and single-chip communication can be used, the 
use of large screen or voice way on a lot of switch operation in the car, which is very important for 
the study of safety equipment for vehicle. 

The design of embedded Bluetooth system 

Due to the adoption of frequency hopping and fast recognition technology, Bluetooth has the 
characteristics of fast transmission and stable communication, so as to prevent the premature fading 
of the signal and ensure the stability of the communication link. Bluetooth uses frequency hopping 
in 79 frequency hopping channels within one second. The interference of frequency hopping is 
reduced to the minimum, and the interference of random noise is avoided in the process of 
communication. 

Taking Bluetooth as a vehicle equipment, on the one hand a large screen can be used on the 
phone and other mobile devices, on the other hand voice control a lot of switch also can be achieved, 
the main design of the Bluetooth system, the overall design framework is shown in Fig.1.  
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Fig.1 The HomeNet composition scheme based on Bluetooth Technology 

As shown in Figure 1, Bluetooth adapter is connected with the large touch screen of the central 
console through one end of the Bluetooth grid, and the Bluetooth control module is connected with 
the Bluetooth mobile phone, Bluetooth control module can issue commands to the microcontroller, 
the car and the switching equipment. During the running time, can use the console touch screen 
devices or voice operated equipment for mobile phone and car, avoids the small screen operation or 
manual operation of distractions, and make the operation simple and easy. 

Application mode and program structure Bluetooth embedded vehicle system 

The design of Bluetooth embedded system with BlueCode protocol, the protocol supports HCI 
standard interface, users can be embedded in the Bluetooth system by using API function in a 
simple development environment integrated Bluetooth protocol. 
Multiple applications can call the BlueCode function of API at the same time, so a parallel 
Bluetooth link can be built, which is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 BlueCode application framework 

The message and data transfer between the hardware module and the software module interface 
can only be carried out through the Bluetooth host controller interface, which is explained by HCI. 
The HCI layer is the interface between the hardware and software of the Bluetooth protocol, the 
protocol software above HCI layer protocol software is running on the host, and the function under 
HCI is completed by Bluetooth device, the two can interact each other through a transparent layer 
on both ends. 
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Fig.3 Bluetooth program structure 

As shown in Figure 3, the sending thread and the receiving thread should be mainly considered 
in the development and design of the Bluetooth program structure, the sending thread is mainly 
responsible for receiving the data, and the data packet can be sent. The data receiving is to receive 
the data set into the cache when the Bluetooth system establishes the data connection, when the user 
receives the information queue, it will find the cached information, the user will receive the 
information and send the information to the specified function model. 

Embedded Bluetooth system communication test 

In order to verify the feasibility and reliability of embedded Bluetooth communication system, the 
performance of Bluetooth communication system was tested. The test is the main interference on 
the communication process of the interference signals, the signal receiver detection error rate, 
through the test, the test results are shown in Fig.4. 

 
Fig.4 The comparison error rate of the system 

In order to ensure patency of the Bluetooth communication, and avoid the influence of 
interference, multi hop Bluetooth technology has been used in the paper. When the system 
communication is disturbed, the bit error rate of the communication system of the Bluetooth system 
is analyzed. As shown in Figure 4, through statistical analysis, we found that the error rate of 
communication of Bluetooth system is greatly reduced by using multi hop technology, the stability 
of the communication and the fluency of the communication between the touch control screen and 
the voice control and vehicle equipment has been realized. 
multi hop technology, Bluetooth communication system bit error rate is reduced greatly, ensure the 
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stability of the communication, can screen and voice communication equipment and vehicle control 
to achieve fluency in touch. 

Conclusion 

In order to improve the traffic safety, a new Bluetooth system is designed, Bluetooth function of 
vehicle system has been realized, which is taking embedded platform as integrated mode, and 
taking the WinCE as operating system. The Bluetooth module designed in this paper has the 
characteristics of simple design, small size, strong maintainability. Through the communication 
ability test, it is found that the bit error rate of Bluetooth system is greatly reduced by using multi 
hop Technology. Therefore, it can guarantee the communication stability of the console touch 
screen and the user terminals such as voice control devices and mobile phones. Bluetooth enabled 
mobile phones, lights, doors and other operations become easier to operate, it can be tested in 
practical application to meet the market demand. 
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